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vations upon a simple but uniform plan, -noting all the signs afforded
by nature. The blights which affect vegetation, such as the mil.
dew and smut of wheat; the fungus, which attacks the vine;
the fly, which destroys the hop and the. turnip, mo:y all be
dependent upon atmospheric conditions, which attentive observa.
tions may detect.

It will now be necessary to say a few words about

METEOROLOGICAL I.NSTRUMENTS, AND HO9 TO USE
THEM.

The instruments absolutely required for ptognosticating the
weather, are few in number, and such as need very little practice
to secure accurate and useful information. Meteorological inves-
tihators must be cautioned against the so-called le cheap " instru-
ments paraded in the shops, as utterly useless and likely to dis-
gust them with the science. It is certain that no one need be
without good, reliable instruments on account of the cost. The best
instrument-makers in England seem all anxious to'meet the views of
those who wish to devote a portion of their Lime to the develop-
ment of mneteorology; and one of them, Mr. Pastorelli, of Picca-
dilly, London, has designed a complete set of instruments at a very
moderate cost, the barometer having been examined by Mr.
Glaisher, of the Greenwich Observatory, the well-known meteoro-
logical authority, and certified to read correctly to -01 or -02 with
the standard, and the remainder of the instruments verified at the
Observatory of Greenwich.

A set of the out-of-door instruments, fixed on a neat stand,
would form an ornament to any lawn or grass plot near the house,
and one of our daughters or sons might undertake the daily
inspection of the instruments and keep the register of' the
weather. Fathers of faniiies have thus the means of iÏtroducing
into their homes a new feature of interest, and even of utility.;
for there would thus be i every family a reliable weather-prophet,
',hose timely advice might prevent eoure to many a drenching,
axid to the damage and health of garments. É ca wins ould
nåt if the Barometer and Hygroneter were consulted, be under
talken in the utter uncertainty as te the weather that is likely to
attend them. Besides, it is no smail satiifaction to be able t>
knov when we are likely to need -uibrellas, and when we may
leav _the encunbrance at home although the sky be overcast and,
cloudy. This degree of certainty is ithin the reach of all of us,
with ïhe aid of the requisite instruments.

In ail public schools such a set of instruments should form part


